EIGHT WAYS OF RECOVERY
A presentation about dealing with stress and overcoming trauma

About the Presentation

Bio

Eight Ways of Recovery tells the story of a crash, a coma, a
recovery, and the human ability to recuperate. Designed to
inspire and inform audiences, it provides eight ways to
manage stress and deal with trauma. Interesting and
informative, this 50-60 minute presentation includes
handouts and further reading.

At age 24, Allan Boss sustained a severe traumatic brain
injury. The prognosis was grim but his recovery was
astounding. He returned to school, earned degrees, wrote
music, ran marathons, and became a productive member of
society.

Workshops on the eight ways of recovery are available
upon request.
From the Presentation
There aren't any pictures of my body in a ditch. Nor are there
any of me in the hospital, dull faced, comatose, linked to life
giving machines. There are no pictures of the paralyzed right
side of my body, inability to speak and four years of recovery.
There are, however, pictures of me graduating from an
undergrad degree, a Master’s, a PhD., a wedding and our kids.
There were eight ways that helped me thrive. They are
simple, practical ways, that when used in conjunction can
change lives. I want to share them with you because they
helped me recover. And if they helped me, they can help
others.

He now works as a civil servant, managing a culture and
heritage portfolio. Before that, he spent 9 years as a National
Entertainment & Drama Producer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation where he wrote and narrated
the Ideas program Updrafts, about his recovery from brain
injury. This program won nominations for multiple
international awards including a Peabody Award, a New York
Festivals award and a Prix Italia.
Boss wrote and edited articles and columns for numerous
publications including: the Globe and Mail, Red Deer Press,
Frontenac House, Playwrights Canada Press, CPRC Press,
Berghan Books, Canadian Theatre Review, and others. He
wrote two ground breaking books on his mentor, cultural
polymath Mavor Moore.
His community service includes serving on the Steering
Committee of the Calgary Distinguished Writers Program;
Juror Canadian Comedy Awards and Festival; and he is
especially pleased to serve as Board President of the Southern
Alberta Brain Injury Society.
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“Some people, when faced with a crisis, rise up. They grow. Dire
situations become turning points, and some people are motivated to
become more than what they had been." – Tedeshi, Park, & Calhoun, 1998
What People are Saying about Boss's book The Memory Box
“fascinating and powerful” - Alberta Writer's Guild
“dynamic, interesting” - Alberta Writer's Guild
“helpful” - Alberta Writer's Guild
For Booking Info Contact
info@allanboss.com
www.allanboss.com

